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 20.bmp KeyType How to use (sample): Mat onImage = imread("KeyType.bmp", CV_LOAD_IMAGE_GRAYSCALE); //
KeyType is a file with size and header - I cut off only header from this file //.... Mat imageMask; vector keypoints; vector

masks; Mat hist; Mat blurred; Mat h; extractKeypoints(image, keypoints, imageMask, masks, hist, imageMask, F);
image.copyTo(blurred, imageMask); findNeighbors(image, keypoints, masks, imageMask, h); // Show your results

imshow("Image", blurred); imshow("Keypoints on masked image", keypoints); //... Q: Core Data - NSFetchedResultsController
with explicit order I have a Core Data model that I use to display the contents of a Core Data entity in a UITableView. I use a

NSFetchedResultsController to fetch and sort the data, so I can show a sorted, numbered list. This is all fine and dandy, but the
data that is fetched has the order of elements that it appears in the entity set. So I have a contact entity, containing the contact
name, an image and a status (1,2,3,4). For example, I might see: Name: Justin Bieber Image: Status: 1 What I need is for the

data to be fetched and sorted as follows: Status: 4 So when I first display the data, I need the Status to be in order. This is easily
accomplished by using NSFetchedResultsController and setting the sort key for the tableViewController. However, I need the

controller to automatically update the order when I edit the data. I need to be able to sort the tableView using some user
interface as I would using a normal UITableView. Any help is much appreciated. A: 82157476af
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